WELCOME
TO LEGALIZED I-GAMING

IN NORTH AMERICA

-Gaming has already arrived in North
America. Three United States jurisdictions, Nevada, New Jersey and
Delaware, have enacted legislation
authorizing I-Gaming.Nevada has adopted
a comprehensive regulatory regime for the
conduct of I-Gaming. In Canada, IGaming has already come online. 1
Ontario issued a proposal in 2012 relating
the launch of I-Gaming. In the United
States, state lotteries have also entered the
fray by proposing the sale of lottery products online, including instant scratch-off
tickets. As the momentum gains, North
American gaming jurisdictions will continue to explore the viability of authorizing and regulating I-Gaming.
As policymakers and regulators gain
increasing comfort with the concept
of I-Gaming, the discussion shifts to how
to regulate I-Gaming. Conventional wisdom could suggest that I-Gaming can fit
neatly within the confines of existing
land-based gaming regulations. In reality,
however, I-Gaming is a distinctive operational model vis-à-vis land-based gaming.
The initial steps for developing an
effective I-Gaming regulatory regime
should begin with an understanding of
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the underlying purposes of regulatory
requirements and the business model for
I-Gaming operations. These steps
prompt policymakers and regulators to
ask such questions as: (1) what is the harm
a regulation seeks to protect; (2) how is
revenue generated in the I-Gaming industry; (3) how are I-Gaming operations
structured; and (4) what are the technological capabilities of I-Gaming systems.
These questions are intended to provoke
inquiry to gain a meaningful understanding of I-Gaming and the policy
goals behind regulations. These questions should help to serve as a basis to
understand technological and economic
realities of I-Gaming. In turn, policymakers and regulators can develop

regulations designed to protect the
integrity and financial health of the
I-Gaming industry.
The economic model, cost structure,
means of operating games and the roles
of suppliers differ in the I-Gaming industry from that of the land-based gaming
industry. Accordingly, effective I-Gaming
laws and regulations must be sensitive to
these differences. During the past several
years while attending conferences throughout the world and reading scholarship
dedicated to the legal aspects of IGaming, one glaring omission struck us:
nobody really tried to explain the IGaming business model. Rather, many
legal experts, not surprisingly, focused on
the legality of I-Gaming within the confines of existing bodies of law. Once the
discussion shifted toward enacting laws or
adopting regulations to authorize I-Gaming, another omission often popped up:
identifying policy goals which embrace the
I-Gaming business model.
In this article, we attempt to tackle
the subject matter at a very basic level. We
intend to merely offer a basic primer of
business and policy considerations for the
Continued on next page
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regulated I-Gaming industry. The hope is
that this basic introduction can in turn serve
as a basis for more comprehensive consideration of the development of legal and regulatory requirements for the I-Gaming
industry. Thus, this article focuses on general policy considerations in the development of I-Gaming regulations and the
I-Gaming business model.

An Overview of I-Gaming Policy Goals

An understanding of the policy goals that
regulations are intended to serve can operate as the foundation for developing an
effective and robust regulatory environment. At a generic level, the regulation and
operation of a regulated business is conceptually similar to a three-tiered pyramid. At
the apex of the pyramid is the public policy
developed by policymakers. Typically, policymakers are legislative bodies and the policies are adopted in the form of laws. The
middle tier is occupied by implementing
rules adopted by regulatory agencies. The
regulations add flesh to the policies by
offering interpretative guidance with
respect to the application of policies to the
regulated businesses’ conduct of their
affairs. Administrative agencies are charged
with the task of interpreting and enforcing
the policies embraced in the laws and
enforcing regulations promulgated under
the governing law. At the base of the pyramid are actual operating systems adopted by
the regulated business that are intended to
comply with the legal requirements.
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Historically the underlying public policy for regulating gaming
is to protect the public integrity of
the industry. Regulatory models for
the land-based gaming industry can be a
useful tool to gain an initial understanding
of the policy reasons for particular regulatory requirements. Historically, regulation
of the gaming industry in the United States
targeted curtailing participation of organized crime. Thus, regulatory systems
implemented licensing requirements and
established rules for operation of games.
The licensing requirements were initially
developed to assure that unlicensed individuals did not share in the profits of a licensed
gaming operation and that the government
received the proper tax revenue. Rules with
regard to the operation of games were implemented to protect players by ensuring
that the games were fair and not rigged to
allow the owners to always win.
Specific public policy goals include:
(1) the prevention of unsavory or unsuitable persons from having a direct or
indirect involvement with gaming at any
time or in any capacity; (2) the establishment and maintenance of responsible
accounting practices and procedures; (3)
the maintenance of effective controls over
the financial practices of a licensee, including the establishment of minimum
procedures for internal fiscal affairs and
the safeguarding of assets and revenues,
providing reliable record keeping and
requiring the filing of periodic reports
with Gaming Authorities; (4) the prevention of cheating and fraudulent practices;
and (5) the creation of a source of state
and local revenues through taxation and
licensing fees. These statements of public
policy are embodied in statutes, regulations and supervisory procedures implemented at the state and local level by a
variety of overlapping regulatory bodies.
These same policy goals are equally
applicable to the regulation of I-Gaming.
As specific regulatory requirements are
developed, further policy goals are often
identified.
In the context of I-Gaming, the public

policy goals of a regulatory system can
overlap with the goals of the land-based
gaming industry. The differing technology
and means for conducting gaming present
new policy consideration. For example,
with respect to the integrity of the games,
policymakers should consider designing
protections to protect the honesty and fairness of the games. Thus, it may be appropriate for regulations to embody protections
to prevent against the use of “bots.”2 Similarly, regulatory systems may embrace
player protections to ensure player accounts
are safe and secure and protect the privacy
of players and player data.

The I-Gaming Business Model

Besides the policy goals embraced in
authorizing laws, understanding the business model is essential to developing efficient and effective regulations. A failure to
appreciate the business model can inadvertently lead to the implementation of impractical rules. An extreme example can be
illustrative: a jurisdiction imposes a rule
requiring a hard count of an operator’s rake
from poker games and further requires an
agency staff person to be physically present
during the hard count. Understanding the
I-Gaming operational model quickly
reveals that I-Gaming operations are not
conducive for conducting hard counts for
the simple reason that operators do not
physically collect cash. Rather, cash is collected during the course of play by electronic transfers and, thus, the count of the
rake occurs in the virtual environment.

The Flow of Funds

A simple rule to understand any business is
to “follow the money.” Policymakers and
regulators therefore should first understand
how money flows within an I-Gaming
operation. An initial point that is important
to highlight to understand the I-Gaming
business model: it is not identical to landbased operations. Capital needs, operating
costs, the role of suppliers, and staff needs
all substantially differ from the brick-andmortar gaming industry.
The flow of money of an I-Gaming
operation ordinarily involves the following

Figure 1 – i-Gaming Business Flow of Money
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stages. Initially, a player will start the flow of funds
by using a credit or debit card to transfer funds to an
account held in the name of the I-Gaming operator.
The initial fund transfer will be effectuated by a payment processor, which may or may not be directly
affiliated with the I-Gaming operator. These funds
will be held on account for the player with the
I-Gaming operator. Internally, I-Gaming operators
deposit the funds with a financial institution with the
funds either held in a segregated account, commingled with funds of other players and/or other IGaming operators.
Funds are then used by players in the course of
play with winnings and losses electronically credited
or debited on the players’ account. Essentially, the
credits and debits function like an electronic ledger.
Players can withdraw funds held on their behalf via
electronic funds transfers (or similar electronic payment or credit transfers), which are processed by the
payment processor. The operators collect a rake
during play, with amounts debited from the wagering pool and the creation of electronic records of
the transactions. These funds are then transferred to
the I-Gaming operator. Figure 1 graphically illustrates the flow of funds.

I-Gaming Business Organizational Structures

Similar to many businesses, including land-based
gaming operators, there is no one-size-fits-all
organizational structure. There are generally
three types of business providers within the IGaming sphere: business-to-business (“B2B”);
business-to-consumer (“B2C”); and business-togovernment (“B2G”). What can differ among IGaming businesses are the activities which each

business will directly undertake and which functions will be provided by third-party vendors.
The scope of activities of an I-Gaming operation normally encompasses eight distinct spheres.
These activities consist of: (1) the game software;
(2) the gaming license granted by a licensing jurisdiction; (3) payment processing; (4) liquidity
management; (5) site hosting; (6) customer service; (7) marketing; and (8) back-end support. Figure 2 depicts the eight spheres of I-Gaming
business activities.
A business which obtains an I-Gaming license
operates as a B2C business. The B2C interfaces
directly with consumers/players. The licensee may
enter into agreements with B2B providers to perform certain functions in the operation of an IGaming website.
Two basic business models have developed in
the I-Gaming industry for the operation of gaming
websites. The activities which the licensee assumes
will depend upon the business model adopted.
Which business model an operator adopts will
depend on a variety of business factors, such as
in-house IT capabilities and payment processing
expertise.
The first type of model used in the I-Gaming
industry is known as the “white label” or “skin”
model. In a skin model, the licensee is a pure B2C
business. The I-Gaming licensee will obtain a gaming license from a jurisdiction and then enter into
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the not-too-distant future.” A former Regulator of the Year, Mark Lipparelli states,
“David and I had the opportunity to serve together in agencies that were going through
substantial reform. He has been a great
leader for a market that is going through a period of material change. New Jersey and the
gaming industry should be proud to have
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licensing arrangements with one or more
B2B providers to supply game software,
payment processing, website hosting, liquidity management, and other services.
The second type of business model is
a B2C model or a software license model.
In a B2C model, the I-Gaming licensee
will hold a gaming license, as well as own
the underlying game software. The gaming licensee may also enter into agreements with B2B providers to perform
certain other spheres of services or directly conduct some or all of the other
sphere of activities. For example, in the
software license model, the gaming licensee may engage third party affiliates to
provide marketing services, but itself conduct payment processing activities.
In summary, armed with an understanding of the I-Gaming business model,
policymakers and regulators can develop a
robust regulatory model, which can support
the development of the I-Gaming industry
without threatening economic viability.

David at the helm.”
Director Rebuck’s approach to regulatory work embraces his guiding principle:
“When you are confronted with great challenges, you have greater opportunities for corrective action.” International Masters of
Gaming Law and Casino Lawyer honor and
congratulate Director Rebuck for his outstanding contributions to the regulation of
the gaming industry in his jurisdiction. ♣

Conclusion

A basic understanding of public policy
goals and the business model of a regulated industry is essential in developing a
practical regulatory structure. A clear
statement of policy goals can help guide
the development of specific regulatory
models. For instance, if the public policy
goal is to maximize tax revenue, then regulations may require more extensive revenue reporting. Similarly, the public policy
goals can also assist in identifying licensing standards, such as what market participants should be licensed and the level of
scrutiny.
Comprehending the I-Gaming business model can also help drive the scope
of regulations. As an example, identifying the business functions and role of
suppliers can assist in identifying which
persons should be subject to licensing.
Similarly, an understanding of the flow
of funds within an I-Gaming operation
may be beneficial in order to develop
safeguards for player funds deposited
with operators. ♣

Nevada initially adopted legislation in 2001, which allowed the promulgation of regulations to permit the licensing and
operation of interactive gaming. See Nev. Rev. Stat. § 463.157. The 2001 Nevada statute conditioned implementation of
regulations upon the Nevada Gaming Control Commission determining, among other matters, that interactive gaming
can be operated in accordance with applicable law. See AB 466 (2001). The Nevada Legislature subsequently enacted legislation in 2001 to allow interactive gaming if sanctioned by the federal government. On February 21, 2013, Nevada enacted legislation legalizing intrastate interactive gaming in Nevada. New Jersey capped a two-year effort, including
overcoming a veto from Governor Chris Christie, to permit I-Gaming on February 12, 2013.
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Nev. Reg. 5A.
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See British Columbia, Canada TGS5, Technical Gaming Standards for Internet Gaming Sys (2009).
4
See ALCOHOL AND GAMING COMMISSION OF ONTARIO, CANADA: DRAFT IGAMING REGISTRAR’S STANDARDS.
5
On December 20, 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) publicly released a memorandum opinion, dated September 20, 2011, which concluded that the U.S. federal Wire Act, 18 USC § 1081, et seq., extended only to wagers placed on a
“sporting event or contest.” While the DOJ memorandum represented a complete reversal of long-standing agency interpretation of the Wire Act, the memorandum would likely not be binding legal precedent. The DOJ memorandum has,
however, had the effect of encouraging the states to pursue authorizing non-sports intrastate I-Gaming by reducing the
likelihood that the DOJ would commence enforcement actions to curtail intrastate I-Gaming.
6
See ANTHONY N. CABOT, CASINO GAMBLING: POLICY, ECONOMICS, AND REGULATION 395 (1996).
7
See id.
8
Gerald M. Gordon, Rudy J. Cerone & Scott Fleming, Bankruptcy Trends in the Gaming Field, 10 J. BANKR. L. & PRAC. 293,
295 (2001); see also Robert W. Stocker II and Peter J. Kulick, Chapter 11 Cases Involving Gambling Casinos, in COLLIER
GUIDE TO CHAPTER 11: KEY TOPICS AND SELECTED INDUSTRIES, ¶ 25.03 (Alan N. Resnick & Henry J. Somme reds).
9
A “bot” refers to a robot, which is a computer program.
10
Players may use other methods to fund a player account, such as sending in a live-check, use of electronic funds transfers, wire transfers, automated clearinghouse transfers, debit cards, or other means of electronic payments.
1
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member of the IMGL who has selflessly
contributed significant time and energy to
… this organization and advancing our
mission” through expansion of programming in developing the Indian gaming
tracks. Finally, Jane Zerbi, a colleague and
mentor states, “I am very happy for John
Roberts who is so deserving of this
award. He is a leader in Indian gaming
regulation who has an incredible depth of
knowledge and diverse perspective, with
experience in multiple tribal and state jurisdictions. And he always manages to
maintain his sense of humor!” IMGL
and Casino Lawyer congratulate John
Roberts on a well-deserved honor. ♣

PATCHAK

Continued from page 25

mines that the trust acquisition was in
error. For instance, in Prieto v. United
States, a federal judge in the District of
Columbia determined that the Department of Interior’s Board of Indian Appeals abused its discretion and acted
arbitrarily and capriciously in revoking an
Indian’s trust status because the plaintiff
detrimentally relied on the representation
by the government. 655 F. Supp. 1187,
1192 (D.D.C. 1987). The federal court
stated that an agency is not free to “snatch
back vested rights” and refused to allow
the government to unwind the trust acquisition. The implications of Prieto remain unclear.
Finally, the proposed rules may create a difficult burden that requires citizens,
community groups and local governments
to make themselves known to BIA officials
at every decision-making level in order to
receive written notice of the acquisition.
Unless these stakeholders promptly seek
an administrative remedy, they may be
foreclosed from later challenging the feeto-trust acquisition in federal court.
Overall, the Department recognizes
that trust acquisitions are the key to tribal
economic development and self-sufficiency.
While the proposed “Patchak Patch” may
alleviate some of the concerns for Indian
tribes, it also raises other legal complexities in an uncharted land. Litigation over
fee-to-trust transfer is bound to continue
and these regulations will likely be challenged in Court. ♣

